
 
 

This fun and outdoors activity will make your daily doses of
excersise much more interesting! By the end of this activity you
will be able to identify lots of different types of trees, know why
they are important for humans and animals, and learn fun new

creative skills!! 

 

Tick off each tree you identify and answer the questions at the end
of the workbook! Use the video to help you.

Don't worry if you can't identify them all! The trees won't all have
leaves on them yet, so you can always go out again later on in

spring and complete the ones you cant find. 
 

Remember, you might be able to identify a tree using last autumn's
leaves, fruits, or seeds that are still around!

 
Collect parts of these trees to bring along to the online workshop
later on. This could be a twig with buds on, some leaves, catkins, or a
piece of bark. Collect as many items as possible! You will also need

paper, paintbrush, paint, crayons, coloured pencils, and anything else
you would like to draw with. 

Adventures In Nature!
Tree ID - Early Spring

Activity 
 

Objectives

Use the
woodland trust
tree ID app, or
ID books for
extra help 



Cracked

Willow

Alder

Blackthorn 

Beech 

Ash 



Elder

Hazel 

Hawthorn

Holly

Oak 



Rowan 

Yew

Sycamore

Silver Birch 

Extra activity - Can you Identify any Ash trees
with Ash Dieback? 

Ash Dieback 



Can you spot any insects or animals on your walk?
If so, what are they?

Did you know: Oak
trees shorten with
age in order to
extend their
lifespan! 

What signs of spring can you see?!

Extra Activities! 



What is the name of the fruit from the Blackthorn
tree? 

What is the name of the seeds from the Ash tree? 

Questions 

Why is the Holly tree important for birds in the
winter? 

What is the Silver Birch also known as?

What does deciduous mean?  

What is another name for the Rowan tree? 

What do Crack Willow and Alder trees have in
common? 



What three things will Ash Dieback have a
negative impact on?

Why is it important to have trees in 
towns and cities? 



Ancient forests are being destroyed every day,
what three things can we do to help protect

and rebuild native woodland? 

How does letting old tree trunks rot help
bats, birds and insects? 
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Did you notice anything
interesting during this activity?

What have you learnt
from this activity?




